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ABSTRACT / Multipleuse forest management has come to 
include an attention to scenic values, and methods are being 
developed to incorporate aesthetic considerations into deci- 
sion making. A considerable body of scientilic research has 
been conducted exploriq public preferences for forest land- 
scapes and intersubjective and contextual influences upon 

their perception. This research is surveyed. Findings r e  
garding the perception of forest condms. such as tree 
density and size, ground cover, species makeup and r a m  , 

maqpment are considered. The scenic effects of forest 
treatments such as thinning, burning, and chemical applica- 
tion are outlmed. Findings for harvest and regeneraton prac- 
kes such as clearcutting, shellerwoods, selection cuts, and 
slash treatments are reported. Advances that consider the 
effects d time upon forest beauty and e x p e r i i  are ex- 
pbred, akng with a problem in multiplevse evaluation d 
scenic changes. Research on these topics and on observer 
intersubjective problems and general theory development is 
supported as a course of advancement in the field. 

The growth of multiple-use forest management. 
with its increasing attention, in part, to m u o n  and 
public perceptions of managed forests. has required 
foresters to consider the aesthetic merit of their deci- 
sions. Traditionally. scenic quality has been viewed as a 
natural by-product of well-managed forests. a result 
quite clear to foresters who appreciate such land- 
scapes. This approach served well 'enough given that 
scenic quality is .just as naturally very diffmlt to ac- 
count for and produce in the manner of timber, wild- 
life, or visitor days. Yet, public concern for preserving 
beauty in natural environments has caused a reconsid- 
eration of this approach in ~merica and Europe. The 
idea that good siiviculture is suffKent to produce ade- 
quate scenic m u l u  has been questioned in Europe 
(Staffelbach 1984) and in the US by Duffild (1970). 
They argue that intentional production of attractive 
forests should be achieved within acccptabk dvicul- 
turd praniccs to ameliorate the public's image of for- 
estry. In designing such forest management programs, 
multiple-use txade-offs in favor of aesthetic values may 
often be appropriate. Y m w  (1966). for example, re- 
ported that many British respondents favored com- 
promising timber values to some degree to increase 
the beauty of foresu. This kind of public demand for 
enjoyable recreation environments has caused m i c  
beauty to be included among the Ltgally mandated 
forest products to be produced in multiple-use forests. 
The consequent administxative requirement of public 
accountability has mated a need to measure aesthetics 
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in publicly ascertainable and valid ways as a defensible 
basis for making forest-management decisions. 

The beginning point for developing,aesthetic deci- 
sion pmcedures in forest management has been the 
long-standing descriptive literature about fomt ;a& 

thetics based upon environmental criticism, ecological 
sensitivity. and intuitively shared scenic perceptions. 
Ideas found therein indude such things as the bauty 
of parklike forests, big expansive trees, visual Mlicty. 
spatial variety, species variety, lush ground cover, a p  
pearances of health and orderliness, and the exp- 
sion of forest processes. Such intuitive ideas have 
yielded many silvicultural recommendations. One of 
thee  is the mation of welldefined, parklike, well-lit 
forest spaces (Brush 1976). Another is a program of 
intensive pruning, multilayered canopy development, 
kaving of fallen trees, and species variety promorion 
in Japan (Oka and Ueno 1982). In the same fashion. 
some landscape architects argue for an intensive de- 
sign emphasii in the practice of forestry (Clay 1965, 
Crmv 1979). Other descriptive proposals for svnic 
management have addressed the need to mitigate the 
aesthetic impacts of timber harvests (McGee 1970, 
Wagar 1974). 

The development of formal administrative methods 
for inventorying and measuring scenic change in 
managed foresu initially arose from this descriptive 
d t i o n  of aesthetic assessment. The work of Liaon 
(1968) and others helped pioneer dexriptive assess- 
ment methods for extensive forest landscapes. 0 t h  

h v c  kd to develop descriptiondetermind numeric 
bauty indices to quantify forest beauty in a manner 
like that of other forest outputs (Methven 1974, USDA 
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1972), but with less success due to the difficulty of reli- 
ably applying, intend scaling, and validating these. A 
descriptive yet formal procedural approach has been 
dopttd by the US NationalForest Service in its Visual 
Mvlagtment System (USDA 1974) at an extensive 
Ianchpe scale. This system determines the goals of 
dtMpecif~ management prescriptions for amas ac- 
colding to their asJessed scenic value and user sensitiv- 
ides. S i r  methods have been used in Canada 
(Daden 1983). The Forest Service method continues 
m be subject to criticism (Cilg 1975, Piu 1985). and its 
p-ptions subject to review (Benson and others 
1985, McCool and others 1986). but is largely accepted 
within the agency (Laughlin and Gar& 1986). 

Empirical Approaches to Forest Aesthetics 

Since 1970 there has been a great surge of empir- 
ial mearch in~esti~.tmI_gp~ublic_~rceptions of land- 
scape scenery, as described by Zube and others (1982). 
This approach has offered another avenue by which to 
identify and assess scenic values. Not surprisingly, 2 

work has focused on forests& 
than for any 0th- -- 

w-T'able 1). The empirical possibiIiiies were recog- 
nized by Brush (1973), who suggested that moderate 
and, therefore, aesthetically optimal levels of visual 
annplexity, as discovered in research (Wohlwill 1968), 
might be promoted in managed forests. The use of 
empirical research methods to investigate aesthetic 
preferences for fomts was also advocated in Europe 
(Jacob 1973). and methods specifically aimed at forest 
preference identification and explanation then devel- 
oped on both continents. 

Shafer and others (1969) first developed a model 
for predicting preferences for forest vistas. They used 
masures of photo content not easily managed by for- 
atcrs and highly specific to photographic viewpoints 
and frames. Regression was used to relate these to 
publ~ preferences, and this technique has since b e  
come widely used in forest aesthetic research, with 
l k a r  models found appropriate (Schroeder and 
Brown 1983). However, the focus has shifted to pre- 
dicting preferences for near-view, in-stand scenes 
using site level field or photo measurements of forest 
characteristics influenced by silviculture. Ever more 
sophisticated research concepts and methods taken 
from psychology have been employed, although occa- 
sionally these are not easily related to silvicultural 

, 6 1 Q t T m g e m e n t ,  as in Herzog (1984). In fact, Arthur 
+ (1977) found timber cruise data to be more cost-effec- 

tive in predicting near-view scenic beauty than forest 
femre descriptors or design inventor) measures, 

when she intuitively accounted for the availability and 
applicability of such data. Her pioneering scenic 
beauty prediction regression model included only 
basal area per acre, tree per acre less than 13 cm in 
diameter, volume of slash per acre, and timber volume 
per acre among ponderosa pine between 14 and 
29 an in diameter as independent variables with an RP 
of 0.77. 

Attention has also been paid to applying psycho- 
physical methods to generate standardized measures 
of scenic beauty across respondents' differing judg- 
menu of fomt  areas (Buhyoff and others 1981). The 
scenic beauty estimation (SBE) method, developed by 
Daniel and Boster (1976) and applied initially to fomt 
scenery, is arguably the most sophisticated such 
method in the fwld of scenic landscape assessment It 
has come to be used in many forest perception re- 
search studies sponsored by the US Forest Service, in- 
cluding many of the works referenced below. It de- 
rives interval scaled scenic beauty values substantially 
shared among observers for landscape areas or photo- 
graphic scenes. It does so by eliminating their dif- 
fering scaling standards so as to isolate discriminal dif- 
ferences in perceived beauty (Daniel and Boster 1976, 
Hull and others 1984, Hull 1986). The use of photos 4 
to validly represent in-the-feld perceptions has been 
questioned (Kreimer 1977) and confirmed in devel- 
oping the SBE method and by others for forest land- 
scapes (Buhyoff and Wellman 1979, M'iiiamson and 
Chalmers 1982. Kellomaki and Savolainen 1984, 
Shelby and Hams 1985). 

The more sophisticated preference research proj- 
ects typically employ regression models using forest 
stand characteristics to predict SBE values. These seek 
to assign publicly validated and reliable scenic output 
values to potential local forest conditions for stand- 
level multiple-use management decisions. This was a 
purpose in the most extensive application of this re- 
search method (Brown and Daniel 1984), where re- 
-ion models sought to predict SBEs across 333 
preharvest and 120 postharvest stands. Another pur- 
pose in statistical preference studies was to explain 
woodland owners' preferences to help promote pri- 
vate fomt management as consistent with their aes- 
thetic ideas of environmental acceptability (Vodak and 
others 1985, Bmsh 1978, 1979). In such studies, the 
authors often mognize the weakness of regression 4 
models in providing strong theoretical explanations of 
scenic preferences. Their particular findings are 
mainly derived from statistically significant regression 
coefficients. These are only predictive of the strength 
and d i d o n  of forest characteristics' singular influ- 
ence upon scenic preferences and are the mainstay of 
the findings reported below. 
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Table 1. Forest scenic preference studies by topics covered: 

intergroup p ~ f e r r m  Scenic p d i n  models 
yarrow 1966 Shafa and others 1969 
~ u k a s  and Dunan 1967 MadU 1973 
~ ~ t h e r f o r d  and Shafer 1969 Daniel and Boster 1976 
COOL 1972 Schweitzcr and others 1976 

Anhur 1977 Willhite and Sise 1974 
~mn-Chaize 1976 Daniel and Schroeder I979 
Daniel and h r  1976 Schroeder and Dank1 1981 
Yeiscr and Shilling 1978 Schroeder and Brown 1983 
~uhyoff and Lruschna 1978 Herzog 1984 
patey and Evans 1979 Brown and Daniel 1984 
 rush 1979 Vodak and others 1985 
Kahm and Keuomaki 1980 Buhpff and others 1986 
 avol la in en and K e U d  1981 Hull and Buhyoff 1986 
Williamson and Ch;llmenl982 Hull and o h m  1987 
Vodak and others 1985 

 ont textual influenas Forest uructurr 
Simpson and others 1976 Y m w  1966 
Echelberger 1979 Rarlar 1971 
hvine and Laugenau 1979 Cook 1972 
Anderson 1981 Jrob 1973 
Buhyoff and others 1982 M i  1973. 1974 
Becker 1983 Brun-Chaize 1976 
Taylor and Daniel 1984 Anhur 1977 
Vodak and others 1985 Bnuh 1979 
Gardner and others 1985 Daniel and Schroeder 1979 
Brown 1987 Kahru and Kellomaki 1980 

Willivnson and Chalmers 1982 
Herzog 1984 
B m n  and Daniel 1984. 1986 
Buhyoff and others 1986 
Hull and others 1987 

Tree size Understory 
Klukar and Duncan 1967 Patty and Evans 1979 
Jacob 1973 Bnuh 1979 
Kellomaki 1975 S a d a h e n  and Kellomaki 198 1 
Schweiuer and others 1976 . Schroeda and Daniel 1981 
Daniel and Boster 1976 Buhyoff and others 1986 
Arthur 1977 
Brush 1979 
Daniel and Schroeda 1979 
Savolainen and K e U d  1981 
Schroeder and Daniel 1981 
Henog 1984 
Brown and Daniel 1984.1986 
Vodak and others 1985 
Buhyoff and others 1986 

Tree type and q~ulity Ground yegetation 
Yamw 1966 Radar 1971 
Klukas and Dunan 1967 Daniel and Boster 1976 
Cook 1972 Anhur 1977 
Kellomalri 1975 Echclkger 1979 
Y e k r  and Shilling 1978 Pwy and Evans 1979 
Brush 1979 Bnuh 1979 
Daniel and Schroeder 1979 Daniel and Schmdcr 1979 
Karhu and KeUomaki 1980 Schroedn and Daniel 1981 
Schroeder and Daniel 1981 Brown and Daniel 1984, 1986 
&nson and Ullrich 1981 
KeUomaki and Savolainc: 1984 
Brown and Daniel 1984 

Fomt density 
Daniel and h e r  1976 
Arthur 1977 
Echelbcrger 1979 
Kardell 1979 
Brush 1979 
Savolainen and Kellomaki 1981 
Schroeda and Daniel 198 1 
Brown and Daniel 1984 
Vodak and o t h m  1985 
Buhyoff and others 1986 
Hull and Buhyoff 1986 
Hull and others 1987 

Thinning 
Rutherford and Shafer 1969 
Radar 1971 
Brush 1979 
Kenner and Mdkol 1985 
Vodak and o t h m  1985 
Buhyoff and others 1986 
HuU and Buhyoff 1986 
Hull and others 1987 

Unmanaged f o m u  
Yarrow 1966 
Boster and Daniel 1972 
B~n-Chaize 1976 
Simpson and others 1976 
Schweiuer and others 1976 
Daniel and Boster 1976 
Brush 1979 
Savolainen and KeUomaki 198 1 
&nson and Ullrich 198 1 
Williamson and Chalmers 1982 
Vodak and others 1985 
Hull and Buhyoff 1986 

Management programs 
Rutherford and Shafer 1969 
MicM 1973. 1974 
Brown and Daniel 1984 
&nmn and others 1985 
McCool and others 1986 
Brown 1987 
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Table 1. Continued. 

Hvve~t methods F h  hpacu Changes over dme 
Bosvr and Daniel 1972 Bnrsh 1979 Rutherford and Shafer 1969 
Mdill 1973 Pwy and E m  1979 W i t e  and Six 1974 
Iknicl and Boner 1976 Bcmon and Ullrich 1981 Bcnson and Ullrich 198 1 
Schwciucr and Mhm 1976 Anderson and ruhers 1982 Andenon and othm 1982 
Yeber and Shilling 1978 Taybr urd Daniel 1984 Hull and Buhyoff 1986 
ErhcIberger 1979 Grdner and ohem 1985 Hull and others 1987 
Levint and Laugcnau 1979 
Bcnson and Ullrich 1981 
Bccker 1983 
Brown and DYliel 1984 
Vodak and others 1985 
McCool and others 1986 

poahams UUUIKnrs 
Radu 1971 
Wi 1973 
Hadton and others 1973 
Willhite and Si 1974 
Bcnson 1974 
Daniel and Boster 1976 
Schweiucr and othen 1976 
Anhur 1977 
Yciur and Shilling 1978 
Ichelbergcr 1979 
Brush 1979 
Daniel and Schrocder 1979 
Kuhu 1980 
Schroeda and Daniel 198 1 
Benson and Ullrich 1981 
Brown and Daniel 1984. 1986 
Vodak and othen 1985 

Insm impacts Flantatiom 
Buhyoff and Lmdum 1978 Y m w  1% 
Buhyoff and others 1979. 1980. 1982 Ashcroft 1982 

Willkmson and Chalmers 1982 
Hull and Buhyoff 1986 

The general validity of most empirical studies of 
fomt perception to date is also limited by the consid- 
eration of limited landscapes judged by relatively small 
groups of subjects. [An exception is Haakenstadt 
(1972). who interviewed 900 diverse people and 
mailed questionnaires to 1943 subjects with 43% re- 
sponding.] The resulting regression models take on 
many forms, depending upon which scenic variables 
arc locally affective, and their range and variability 
among the test forests' scenery samples. Schroeder 
and Daniel (1981). for example, had to add and s u b  
tract variables to predict SBEs successfully in different 
forest types. This problem was further recognized by 
Brown and Daniel (1984), where their models for pre- 
dicting larger forest areas' SBEs were more successful 
than those for small sites. This suggests that there may 
be valid predictors of scenic beauty across general 
fomt landscapes more than for smaller local differ- 
ences. 

While psychophysical measures of scenic percep 
tions have demonstrated considerable cultural agree- 
ment about forest beaut), there remain intersubjective 
differences in forest perception. These tend to condi- 

---- -- 

tion or reduce the general validity of empirical results. 
Subtle differences in preference orderings can be o b  
served among social groups (Bmn-Chaize 1976). Cook 
(1972) found that timber quality of trees was more 
comlated with mens' preferences than with womens'. 
The  influence of professional bias is also suggested 
where tall straight trcn were preferred to expansive 
ones by foresters, and vice versa by environmentalists 
(Y&r and Shilling 1978). Wildlife professionals can 
prefer rccnes with shrubbery, with its habitat potential, 
more than others do (Patey and Evans 1979). Ruther- 
ford and Shafer (1969) found that foresters were aes- 
thetically indifferent between thinned and unthinned 
softwood stands, while nonfomters preferred the 
thinned stands, which was more a u e  among beauty 
advocates. They suggest that fomters' greater knowl- 
edge of all forests allows them to aesthetically appre- 
ciate them more equally. A similar suggestion is made 
by Wihite and Sise (1974), who found evidence that 
forestry students liked the appearance of more dis- 
turbed stands a bit more than others did because of a 
separate but influential appreciation of good manage- 
ment attributes in the disturbed scenes. Still, they 
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found that foresters' and nonforesters' preferences 
quite similar, as confumed by Brush (1979). 

Daniel and Boster (1976) found that landscape archi- 
tects had the highest aesthetic standards, thereby 
judging lower scenic beauty in fomu than other 
groups. They also found that forest economists were 
least inclined to judge differences in scenic beauty, 
while students and Catholic church group adults were 
most representative of the general public. Still, they 
found more agreement than disagreement among 

groups' SBE differences across fomt stands. 
This result has been found elsewhere, as well as be- 
meen foresters and the general public (Buhyoff and 
Leuschner 1978, Patey and Evans 1979, W i n  
and Chalmers 1982, Vodak and others 1985). - 

Aesthetic percep&onsof forests are also effmedcI 
the con text in -whchAthey-= Anderson (1981) 
found that such perceptions were influenced by the - - 
type of tandscak the; were declared to come kom 
due to the attendant aesthetic expectations implied. 
wilderness and national park labels increased percep 
[ions of beauty, particularly among more auractive 
scenes, while range and commercial timberland labels 
decreased it, particularly among less atvactive scenes. 
On the other hand, informing respondents of the 
management methods applied to forests had no such, 
effect, due perhaps to the more neuual connotations 
of forestry concepts (Vodak and others 1985). More 
emotionally valenced aesthetic desaiptors, when 
judged in forest scenes, are more dearly cornlaud to 
and explanatory of overall scenic perceptions (Echel- 
berger 1979). However, kss obviously valenced aes- 
thetic forestry information c& influence aesthetic 
perceptions of scenes containing evidence of that in- 
formation, if respondents are made aware of the ben- 
efits of management practices (Simpson and others 
1976). A similar efftct has also been observed w h m  
awareness that tree color is due to inxct damage de- 
creased SBEs compared to those derived from naive 
judgments (Buhyoff and others 1982). An exception 
appears to be knowledge of the benefits of fire. It did 
not increase perceptions of beauty, perhaps b u s c  
fire is so inherently unappealing (Taylor and Daniel 
1984). 

Given the state of the art in landscape preference 
research, it is useful to see what information empirical 
investigations have yielded about the aesthetic value of 
forest attributes or basic silvicultural practices, and if it 
is new or useful. Such a comprehensive survey of re- 
search findings for the silviculturist is needed to s u p  
plement that of Ulrich (1986), which is more theoret- 
ical, urban, and design-orienud with a minimal review 
of research produced for foresters. This survey will 
kgin by considering basic findings regarding the aes- 

the& of particular forest stand cha?c_te_ristics, These 
need to be added to other silvical knowledge in de- 
signing forest managements for pursuing multiple-use 
objectives. This will be followed bv a discusion-of 
findinns about the aesthetic pe-rc-n of forest 
ments, and then -- by those - from -- direct e t s  ofsperifK 
!mrvest and regeneration rnanagcmmt acrivities, 

In what follows, only empirically supported results_ 
are reported. Such results focus predominantly on 
near-view, in-stand &nery in accordance with re- 
search to date. Findings regarding the ability of partic- 
ular models to predict scenic beauty for particular 
fomts wiU be of less interest than the basic relations 
between forest attributes and observer preferences a- 
curring and recurring within such models. Such 
second-order considerations as value trade-offs and 
changes in forests' beauty over time and distance have 
received relatively lide attention thus far and are re- 
served for a later section. 

Forest Condition Preferences 

A basic forest condition preference often re- - . .. 
searched is whether people find managed forests more 
attractive than unmanaged ones. For example. Yarrow 
(1%) found a preference for 'natural" forests among 
his British respondents in a mail survey. Such prefer- 
ences varied ahong French social groups, as young 
men, older people, rural people, farmers, and indus 
trial workers were found to prefer scenes from forests 
managed for timber over unmanaged stands, while 
young women and more educated Parisians g e n d y  
preferred the unmanaged forest scenes (BrunGhaize 
1976). The situation or recreational activity of respon- 
dents, as well as their social group, can influence this 
choice. For example, in Finland a sample of students 
p r e f e d  virgin forests while a sample of hikers 
tended to prefer managed ones (Savolainen and Kel- 
lomaki 1981). 

When general perceptions are investigated, what 
unmanaged forests are compared to makes a differ- 
ence. In the western US, unmanaged forest scenery is 
p r e f e d  when compared to intensively managed, re- 
cently harvested, or heavily thinned areas (Boster and 
Daniel 1972. Daniel and Boster 1976). To take a 
rather obvious e m p l e ,  old-growth lodgepole pine. 
Douglas fir, grand fir, and larch forests were highly 
preferred over recently harvested scenes from the 
same forest types (Benson and Ullrich 1981, 
Schweitzer and others 1976). The same result is ob 
served in Australia (Willia..-an and Chalmers 1982). 
When less radically altered, lightly thinned stands were 
included in such a comparison by Vodak and others 
(1985), they were only slightly less preferred than 
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"natural" stands, which, in turn, were still strongly 
preferred to harvested and heavily thinned areas. 
However, Brush (1978, 1979) found that Massachu- 
setts woodland owners tended to prefer lightly man- 
aged stands over unmanaged ones, although he could 
not dearly make such a comparison within single 
forest types, and his unmanaged old-growth scma 
mre well liked. All these findings together suggest 
tbat there is no dear and simple aesthetic dichotomy, 
berwGn managed and unmanaged forests, except 
when management creates heavy disturbancu. 

In fact, to assess the scenic- merit of managing a 
forest, much depends upon the visual consequences of 
the management, and the perception of thcse has been 
the subject of many research efforts. The aesthetic af- 
fects of such management-influenced variables as 
stand age, structure, density, and ground conditions 
have been investigated. The interaction of thcse over 
time in producing total scenic beauty flows from 
southern US loblolly pine forests has been investigad 
(Hull and Buhyoff 1986). There, among simulated 
stands over the same rotation period, the greatest 
beauty flow came from naturally regenerated and 
othenvise unmanaged but harvested stands. Signifi- 
cantly lesser total beauty flows occurred from man- 
aged forests, which were differentiated in beauty only 
slightly, with unthinned stands most beautiful, fol- 
bwed by heavily thinned on&, and then, significantly 
h e r ,  lightly thinned stands. This analysis did not in- 
dude unharvested, wild, or old-growth forests. Its re- 
sults were generated from a particular model for 
roadside views of a particular forest type. Similar t s  
p o d  simulation studies are needed using h e r  
forests' empirically derived scenic beauty models to 
us t  the general validity of these results. Meanwhile, a 
survey of findings about the relations between dif- 
ferent static forest atuibutes and perceived beauty 
must serve to inform the aesthetics of forest condi- 
tions. 

Two reported findings relate scenic beauty mplic- 
itly to forests' age structure. In one, mature even-aged 
ponderosa pine stands were preferred to uneven-aged 
stands, which were preferred to young even-aged 
stands (Brown and Daniel 1984). In the other, the 
perceived beauty of even-aged loblolly pine stands 
grew with age (Hull and Buhyoff 1986) and most 
quickly so during the early Life of the forest (Hull and 
others 1987). 

The low beauty of young forests is best explained 
by thei; hinh density, for this clearly detracts from 
&nic beau& in a va"ety of forest types (Brush 1978, 
1979, Daniel and Boster 1976, Hull and Buhyoff 
1986) and more so among very young dense stands of 

saplings and young poles, as illustrated in Figure 1 
(Brown and Daniel 1984. Schn,. rler and Daniel 198 1. 
Hull and others 1987). Density may also become too 
low and begin then to reduce scenic preferences (Sa- 
volainen and Kellornaki 1981). For example, Buhyoff 
and others (1986) found a scenically optimal number 
of 1- to 5-in. stems per acre to be about 1150, with 
more or fewer d u c i n g  perceived scenic beauty. This 
optimal value seems higher than that suggested by 
other studies. It grows slightly with stand age or 
average ~ c c  diameter, as respondents evidently were 
more tolerant of many saplings if the affect of large 
tms served to offset the density affect- The revers- 
ibility of the density-beauty relation around an o p  
timum may aid the interpretation of a result in Arthur 
(1977). There, increasing density was positively related 
to SBEs, perhaps because her scene sample induded 
dearcuts of obviously low tree densities and low SBEs, 
rather than because highly dense forests were liked. 
Other such factors affecting the aesthetics of tree den- 
sity arc discussed below among intermediate stand 
thinnings as a forest treatment. 

The-spatial distribution of tree density may also 
matter icsrc& ~references, but this is not yet clear. 
Bumping of dense tms in ponderosa pine stands 
show& &me evidence of being slightly pr;ferred (Ar- 
thur 1977), but alternatively of being less so in the 
same kind of forest (Brown and Daniel 1984, 1986). 
The weakness of these relations, or factors correlated 
with dumping in the scene samples, might account for 
the discrepancy. In the latter case, dumping distribu- 
tions, which create well-bounded and therefore vi- 
sually defined meadow openings, may improve scenic 
beauty, especially if large enough (Brush 1978, 1979). 
In any case, the positive aesthetic affect of forest 
openings, like that of less dense forests, Likely has to do 
with the distance one can see into such landscapes, and 
measures of such visual penetration h a w  
to be correlated with scenic beauty (Echelberger 1979, 
Kardell 1979, Kellomaki and Savolainen 1984). 

The scenic effect of vertical forest structure is not 
so dear. Brown and Daniel (1984) found vertical di- 
-- 
versity, or the number of canopy layers, unrelated to 
SBE~.. Similarly, Yarrow (1966) .found that some re- 
spondents preferred mixed crown heights while 
others preferred single canopy layered forests. 

The scenic value of the low structural element of an # 
underst& of seedlinm and/or shrubs has more fre- b r ~ ~  

0 -1- - -  
huently been investigated. It would be expected to be GT*! 
negative in reducingvisual penetration, aareported b!' 
Brush (1978). However, an understov contributed to 
scenic beauty in western US forests (Schroeder and 
Daniel 1981) and also did so when it was diverse. 
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Brush (1979) reponed that a varied understory in a 
red pine stand contributed to aesthetic liking. These 
mults are contrary to the open parklike ideal fomt  
image. However, a lower density or intemting char- 
acter seen in an understory may influence the direc- 
tion of its aesthetic value. Savdainen and KeUomaki 
(1 98 1 ) found that a relatively sparse understory of vi- 
sually defined coniferous saplings more clearly con- 
tributed to beauty perceptions than did other denser 
understories. This relation remains uncenain because 
understory density variables. as opposed to sapling 

Flgun 1. Visual 
enhances perceived 
particularly in conu 
young forests (B). 

counu, have been infrequently tested in empirical 
scenic studies, which favor other more routine timber 
cruise measuremenu in predicting beauty. One excep 
60n is found in Patey and Evans (1979) among prefer- 
ences rcponed in the field. There, forests with less 
shrubbery were preferred, except among wildlife in- 
u m t  groups. Another comes from Hull and others 
(1987). who could not identify a significant relation bc- 
tween 1 .  #:dentory density and SBEs in their photo re- 
sponse generated model: 

The presence of canopy openings in eastern US 
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forests has been found to have a weak but positive in- 
fluence upon scenic preferences (Brush 1979, Radar 
1971). Such findings L v e  been attributed to the visual 
desirability of resulting increases in ground vegetation 
mver in western US forests (Brown and Daniel 1984, 
1986) and to lighting contrasts which contribute to 
crown prominence in ponderosa pine (Anhur 1977). 
However, in some other forest types, canopy openings 
an produce increased sapling densities over time, 
which may then account for lower perceived beauty, 
although this effect may not always be anributed to an 
open canopy in research repom. - - 

- The species composition of forests can influence 
rcnic preferences. Certain species may be preferred 
as more fitting or expected &I different sctungs. For 
example, British respondents preferred mainly conif- 
erous stands in mountain areas and mainly deciduous 
stands in agricultural settings (Yarrow 1966). In a 
given setting, a mix of species can increase scenic 
beauty (Cook 1972, Kellomaki 1975). although general 
agreement on this relation may be weak, as Karhu and 
KeUomaki (1980) found that ,two thirds of their s u b  

jeas preferred mixed stands and one third monocul- 
turn. The inclusion of aspens among ponderosa pine 
has a b e n e f d  xenic affect, while o h .  junipers, and 
firs do likewise to a lesser extent (Schroeder and 
Daniel 1981). The same affect is observed where simi- 
larly white-barked birches are- mixed into coniferous 
stands (Kellomaki and Savolainen 1984), where at least 
1% of other species are mixed into a ponderosa pine 
fomt  (Daniel and Schrwder 1979), or where a little 
Cambel oak is mixed among ponderosa pine (Brown 
and Daniel 1984). Among dominant spffies types in 
forests, Massachusetts woodland owners tended to 
prefer more open, older, and thinned pine stands as 
well as hemlock and birch stands to mixed hardwoods, 
red cedar, and younger unthinned pine forests,, with 
d stands in between in preference (Brush 1979). 
Among monoculture or near-monoculture forests, a 
study of Europeans showed a preference for mature 
birch to Norway spruce or Scots pine ( k r h u  and Kel- 
brnaki 1980, Keliomaki 1975, Savolainen and Kelle 
maki 1981). Among Minnesota residents, mature red 
pine was preferred to white pine, which was preferred 
to paper birch (Klukas and Duncan 1967). 

All these results seem rather anecdotal. Species 
preferences appear to be partly influenced by cultural, 
regional, contextual, and subjective expectations. The 
structural attributes of the forests, rather than the cor- 
responding species used in the tests, may well have 
played a critical role, as in the Massachusetts and Min- 
nesota findings, and these considerations may be more 
important than explicit species choices. The overall re- 

sults do suggest aesthetic merit in forests with a variety 
of species when they create visual diversity, as has 
often k e n  suggested by landscape architects. 

An element of visual forest condition also preva- 
kntly given aesthetic merit is the presence or domi- 
nance of large trees. This intuitive aesthetic sensibility 
h wnfvmed by preference m a r c h ,  as mature and 
old-growth forests and ures of all kinds do enjoy aes- 
thetic affection (Brown and Daniel 1984. 1986, Brush 
1978, 1979, Kellomaki 1975, Klukas and Duncan 
1967, Schroeder and Daniel 1981, Schweiuer and 
orhers 1976, Henog 1984). Large trees are even more 
important in stands with fewer trees per acre (Hull 
and Buhyoff 1986). This positive affect applies to big 
trees identified by height (Savolainen and Kellomaki 
1981, Klukas and Duncan 1967) or by more conven- 
tional measures like standing volume or diameter (Ar- 
thur 1977, Brown and Daniel 1984, Daniel and Boster 
1976, Daniel and Schrwder 1979, S c h r d e r  and 
Daniel 1981. Vodak and others 1983). Results dearly 
comparing the aesthetic gains achievable from dif- 
ferent numbers of large trees per acre in different 
forest types have not been reported. This is often a 
critic$ question in management decisions, and war- 
rants more explicit attention. (It may be roughly in- 
formed by regression mcfficients for big tree counts in 
=me of the preference prediction models that have 
k n  reported.) In general, fomt  stands that include 
noticeable evidence of large trees have been found 
more attractive. Such mature forests may also tend to 
exhibit reinforcing scenic attributes, such as lower tree 
densities and understories, although this is not always 
e~plicitly ~ s t e d  or noted in reporting the value of 
large trees. 

Foresters are naturally concerned about the 9 
trees within managed stands, and the corre- 

tlon of these tree attributes with public aesthetic per- 
ceptions is therefore of interest. In an investigation of 
aesthetic preferences for individual deciduous trees 
relative to his own judgment of their timber value, 
Cook (1972) found that both high- and low-timber- 
quality trees correlated with corresponding polar high 
and low scenic preferences. Among trees of in-be- 
tween moderate timber quality, he found no such clear 
relationship, as aesthetic and timber attributes did not 
coincide. There, such poor timber attributes as greater 
forking or  live crown ratio were preferred by the 
public, but straight boles of high saw-timber value 
found favor by both standards. 

Tree plantations represent a stand condition of 
problematic aesthetic value compared to less regi- 
mented more natural appearing stands, but this 
problem has received relatively Little research atten- 
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"on. Ashcroft (1982) found that most of his Australian 
respondents found plantations acceptably attractive 
and that these enjoyed more recreational use than ex- 
pected. Williamson and Chalmers (1982) found no 
consistent relative preference ranking for plantations 

to other forests. In Britain, Yarrow (1966) 
found that plantations not planted in straight rows 
were preferred. Lhat mixed species plantations were 
preferred to monocultures. and then that mixing by 
groups was preferred to those mixed by row. His 
findings are consistent with the general movement in 
Britain toward more natural-appearing aforestation 
D r o i ~ t s  (Crow 1979). In general, all these findings 
I - 
suggest that plantations a& generally aesthetically a;- 
ceptable to oublic observers, but more so if I& OK 
;iouslv domesticated. - 

The vegetative ground coverage of forest floors, as 
$pposed to a shrub and sappling understory, whether 
of grasses, ferns, forbs, or seedlings, is positive in af- 

- -- 

f ~ t  (Arthur 1977, Radar 1971). This relation appears 
w -- 
to be reinforced when scenic preferences are com- 
pared between forests with ground covered with vege- 
tation versus those with hare or disturbed soil (Brush 
1978, 1979, Echelberger 1979, Schrwder and Daniel 
198 1). Brown and Daniel (1984,1986) and Daniel and 
Schroeder (1979) have found vegetative ground cover 
to be a primary positive factor in their SBE prediaion 
models. A forest managed specifically for range, as an 
bpen parklike stand with a grass ground cover, was 
considered of above average scenic beauty by all sam- 
pled observer groups except environmentalists (Daniel 
and Boster 1976). It was also found to be decisively the 
most beautiful by a Livestock-production intemt 
group, suggesting a professional aesthetic bias. This 
preference for lower ground vegetation cover is also 
confirmed in stands where taller shrubbery was con- 
trolled by @ng and other methods (Patey and 
Evans 1979). This effect may be limited to such mat-  
ments that do not excessively impact vegetation, as 
would overgrazing or scarifmtion. 

Natural downed wood, not resulting from harvest 
and thinning activities, and therefore distinguishable 
from slash, has not often been separately considered 
as such in scenic preference research. Where this dii 
unction has been explored. some evidence suggests 
that natural downed wood is more acceptable than 
slash (Schroeder and Daniel 198 l), but it is still of neg- 
ative affect (Benson and Ullrich 1981). 

Forest Treatment Preferences 

Forest managers might wish to know whether inter- 
mediate stand treatments, such as thinnings, cullings, 

and chemical applications, enhance or detract from 
perceived scenic quality over time. However, relatively 
little research has specifically tested the aesthetic re- 
sults of many particular intermediate stand treat- 
ments, although the results described above for stand 
characteristia permit inferences about such resultr. 
[An exception may be the work of Michal (1973. 
1974), which considers the scenic mults  of interme- 
diate stand treatments and is published in Czech.] For 
example, the aesthetic effects of thinnings versus im- 
provement cuttings appear not to be explicitly consid- 
md in reported research. perhaps because they simi- 
larly reduce stand density, although the latter can be 
selective of species and tree quality. Even such 
methods as release cuttings and highgmding, with 
their possible deleterious aesthetic results, have not 
been directly tested against scenic perceptions. 

Thinnings have received more attention and have 
generally been found to increase perceived beauty, 
with qualif~ations. In the eastern US, thinned stands 
have been found to be preferred to unthinned stands 
if dowed to recover and with attendant pruning 
(Brush 1978, 1979. Radar 1931); in western US if re 
sulting slash is removed from the stands (Kenner and 
McCool 1985). V d a k  and others (1985) found that 
Light thinnings in eastern US hardwoods are preferred 
to heavy ones by a variety of groups and suggest thin- 
ning of eastern hardwoods to 17 square meters of 
basal area per hectare (75 square feet per acre) as aes 
thetically optimal. Such an optimal basal area is also 
reported by Hull and others (1987) for southern US 
pine forests. They found that this optimum grows with 
srand age as trees become larger, suggesting that are 
numbers are more important than basal area. And the 
optimal basal area they report grew over time to a 
much higher level than that of Vodak and others 
(1985). namely 40 square meters of basal area per 
hectare (180 square feet per a m )  at age 30. In facl. 
Buhyoff and others (1986), in a closely related study. 
found that such an aesthetically optimal postthinning 
kvel, does apply to tree numbers, and mainly to the 
midual number only of small stems. For any such 
number, they found that scenic beauty always in- 
creases with overall basal area, suggesting that once 
smaller stems are thinned, more larger midual stems 
produce more perceived beauty. The existence of aes- 
thetielly optimal tree densities suggests that ovenhin- 
ning is possible, and this is somewhat supported by 
Daniel and Boster's (1976) study where a heavily 
thinned ponderosa pine stind was decisively least pre- 
f e r d ,  although this stand also contained slash, d 
scuring the singular affect of thinning. 

The weight of this evidence from southern US pine 



stands suggests that the density of small sterns ad- 
vmely effects scenic perceptions more than that of 
large sterns, although a very low density of small stems 
can still be seen as relatively ugly (Hull and others 
1987). This suggests a general rule for the aes- 
efieas of alternative thinnings: Those that kave larger 
p ~ ~ s  are b e n e f d .  Still, it might be possible to have 
too many larue trees, as one careful regression analysis . - 
p-ts the existence of an optimal t&I area in &a- 
ture stands that minht be exceeded with too many 
large trees ( ~ d  i d  others 1987).  his Limitation 
might be overcome by reducing basal area in smaller 
pm, as a greater variance in tree diameters across a 
stand can deuact from scenic perceptions in mature 
stands, as in Figure 2, but enhance such perceptions 
among younger stands of smaller tms (Hull and 
others 1987). Finally, Hull and Buhyoff (1986) report 
that all thinnings may reduce Long-term scenic beauty 
flows from southern US pine stands due to the even- 
tual decrease in density of unthinned stands. They in- 
dicate that if forests are thinned, heavy thinnings are 
superior over the long-term, contrary to the short- 
term eastern US hardwood findings of Vodak and 
others (1985). They found. however. that these rela- 
60ns may be revened on low-productivity, longer-re 
tation sites, where thinning enhances long-term beauty 
flows. In sum, the aesthetic effect of thinnings is a 
problem contingent upon treatment design, stand situ- 
ation, and time frame. 

Among intermediate stand treatments of the forest 
floor, two have been investigated. Mechanical jinning 
of shrubs to reduce understory was aesthetically bene- 
ficial, as viewed by a variety of respondent groups 
(Patey and Evans 1979). Burning as an intermediate 
nand treatment is not easily accepted from an aes- 
thetic point of view but may be more broadly accept- 
able if people are informed of its potential benefits 
(Gardner and others 1985). Ground-burned stands 
arc found to be ugly soon after burning (Brush 1979) 
but are liked after ground vegetation recovery (Patey 
and Evans 1979), although more severe prescribed 
bums may not produce long-term aesthetic benefits 
(Taylor and Daniel 1984). 

The use of herbicides and pesticides in forest man- 
agement is a kind of intermediate stand treatment 
with potential scenic impacts in changing vegetation 
variety and structure or reducing insect damage. Only 
the latter has received attention in preference re- 
search, through the perception of insect-infested 
forests. There, areas of forests in vistas discolored by 
western spruce bud worm and mountain pine beetle 
tended to be liked more than undamaged areas by 
naive viewers, due to novel color, but disliked by in- 

formed viewers. as noted earlier (Buhyoff and others 
1982). The same influence upon scenic impmsions 
applied o~ southern pine beetle damage, except that 
damaged stands were not preferred to begin with and 
the information only increased the "psychological dis- 
utility" derived from the damage (Buhyoff and 
Lcwchner 1978, Buhyoff and others 1979, 1980). 
These researchers further estimated a disutility func- 
tion whereby the scenic impacts of initial amounts of 
damage were greatest up  to about 10% of visual area, 
after which additional amounts of visible damage 
added diminishing amounts of marginal scenic dis- 
utility. This suggests that aesthetic returns are greatest 
from insect damage prevention and early beetle 
damage reductions, rather than from reducing the 
spread of established damage. This functional result 
might be expected to apply only to such obvious 
damage as was studied. 

Harvest and Regeneration Preferences 

Considerable m a r c h  has attended to perceptions 
of the results of timber harvest methods, due to their 
obvious aesthetic impacts. Mitigating these is dearly 
important to managers concerned with public opinion 
and scenic values, due to their influence upon public 
perceptions of forest management. The perception of 
harvest methods and postharvest site treatments has 
therefore been studied for a variety of forests. 

Not surprisingly, the most essential and obvious 
finding regarding harvest perceptions is that the 
greater thepro~okion of & removed, the lower the_ 
scenic value of the result (Vodak and others 1985). 
Echelberger (1979) also reports this relationship and, 
in searching for emotive'causes, found that- when 
viewing harvested areas his respondents favored adjec- 
tives like 'violent," "rough," or "rugged in forming 
negative impressions and 'gentleness" or "delicacyw for 
positive ones. This supports the importance of per- 
ceiveddamage in the negative perception of harvested 
sit&. However, Yeiser and Shilling (1978) found that 
the term 'dear-cut" did not arouse a negative e m e  
tional affect, as measured by galvanic skin response in 
their subjects. 

Among even-aged harvests, near views of shelter- 
woods are preferred to those of clearcuts among 
western US forests, irrespective of other site treat- 
ments such as slash removal (Benson and UUrich 
198 1). Scenes from recently harvested shelterwood 
cuts in the same forests are still disliked compared to 
scenes from most other preharvest forest conditions 
(Daniel and Boster 1976, Schweitzer and ot hen 1976). 
Seed-tree cuts have not been clearly tested. The loK 
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scenic value of dearcuts is empirically supported for negative views toward clearcuts are not absolute, but 
in-stand eastern US hardwood views (Vodak and are softened among "diversive recreationists" who can 
others 1985) and for mid-ground western US vista make use of dear-cuts for things like hunting and 
views (McCml and othen 1986). More often, the ugli- berry picking, and that men can be more accepting of 
ness of clearcuts is simply assumed, with visual rnitiga- dear-cuts. These findings indicate that the perception 
tion measures the object of research. However, Becker of dearcu ted by c i r c u m & u  
(1983) found that recreationists who had recognized a subjective t override the -- 
clear-cut during their activity did not tend to repon era1 aesthetic dislike of clearcuts. 
lower quality experiences and that many hunten actu- Differel s attributable to the spatial type of dear- 
ally liked clear-cuts in as much as they promoted better cut pattern, as observed from within a forest, ~n be 
hunting. Levine and Langenau (1979) also found that detmed and make a scenic difference (Boster and 
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Daniel 1972). Patch dearcuts are preferred to larger 
ones, but are lcsr attractive than shelterwood cuts 
(Schweitzer and "hers 1976). Patch cuts have ?Iso 
k e n  found slightly preferable to strip dearcuts and 
again less atuactive than panial cuts (Edrelbergcr - 
1979). have-smps have value as scenic mitigation. 
Leave-strips left in large dearcuts can serve to in- 
crease their scenic acceptability compared to open cuts 
(Schweitzer and others 1976). A stand containing re- 
vegetated strip dearcuts between thinned leave-strips 
was found to be of average SBE value compared to the 
low value expected for a clearcut (Daniel and Boster 
1976). 

Uneven-aged harvests present a more intmsting 
aesthetic problem. It is generally assumed that they are 
aesthetically preferable-over the short term-to 
clearcuts, seed-tree cuts, and shelterwoodcuts simply 
because fewer vees are removed at a time and the 
fomt therefore maintains a more natural appearance. 
It may be that the relatively constant visual structure 
of forests during and after conversion to an uneven- 
aged condition may yield lower beauty, over the long 
term, than the average scenic value of forests over 
time in alternative even-aged rotations. This may be 
the case due to the potential high beauty of mature 
even-aged forests, with their many large trees and 
high visual penetration (Figure 3). The long-term total 
flow of scenic beauty from uneven-aged stands has not 
bten empirically compared to that for even-aged rota- 
tions. This might be done by using forest simulations 
to generate stand condition data for w in existing 
preference prediction models to uack scenic beauty 
over time. Such research is needed. The nearest em- 
pirical test of this issue is found in Rutherford and 
Shafer (1 969). There, selection cuts did enhance scenic 
beauty, 10- 12 years later, when compared to undis- 
turbed stands by viewers unaware of the cuts, and 
most clearly so for eastern US softwood rather than 
hardwood forests. 

The most effective scenic mitimtion of timber har- - 
vests in relatively arid western US forests is to r e d u s  - 
evidence of slash, as it is universally disliked (Brush 
1979, Daniel and Boster 1976, Daniel and Schroeder 
1979, Radar 197 1, Schroeder and Daniel 198 1, Brown 
and Daniel 1986, Schweitzer and others 1976). Stumps 
can also be disliked (Daniel and Boster 1976, Radar 
197 l), as can bare soil in regenerating stands (Willhite 
and Sise 1974). Daniel and Boster (1976) found that 
dash reduced the SBEs of their environmentalist in- 
terest group member respondents more than for 
other groups, suggesting that the perception of unnat- 
ural messiness or evidence of damage is the cause of 
slash's negative affect. Arthur (1 977) found volume of 

sksh to be the principal determinant of low SBEs, and 
more so when pile .  

In more humid forests, as in the eastern Ub, 
ground vegetation growth after harvest is faster, so as 
to obxure slash, and the negative perception of slash 
over time might be expected to be lower (Figure 4). 
Indeed, Vodak and others (1985) found slash to k 
viewed negatively, but particularly so when it stood 
more than 18 in. above the ground and could be seen 
above ground vegetation. They still suggest slash re- 
moval as the single most effective immediate scenic 
mitigation of harvests in eastern US hardwoods. 
Echelberger (1979) advocates simply lopping tall slash 
as an effecdve scenic mitigation in northern US hard- 
wood dearcuts, consistent with the dislike of tall slash 
noted above, and in anticipation of ground vegetation 
growth to obdcure lower slash. 

In the western US, lopping of slash is not as effec- 
tive due to a lower- and slower-growing ground vege- 
tation canopy, and more intensive scenic harvest miti- 
gation measures are therefore recommended. For ex- 
ample, Brown and Daniel (1984, 1986) also found 
dash volume a major negative determinant of pon- 
derosa pine SBEs, panicularly when inventoried at 
more than %-in. in diameter, and they support slash 
removal as scenic mitigation. However, a further in- 
vestigation of alternative scenic mitigation measures 
suggests that chipping and spreading of slash is nearly 
as effective as removal and that either of these 
methods produce results one year after harvest that 
are preferred to piling and burning (Benson 1994. 
Benson and UUrich 1981). This is because burning 
slash piles d e ~ m  from perceived scenic beauty as 
long as the charred piles remain evident (Schweitzer 
and others 1976, Yeiser and Shilling 1978). a result 
which persists up to one year in lodgepole clear-cuts, 
especially when compared to those with slash removed 
(Benson and Ullrich 1981). However, after one year, 
dearcuts with burned but unpiled slash actually had 
higher SBEs than unburned and uncleaned ones, due 
to enhanced ground vegetation growth, until at only 
three years sites subjected to all slash treatments had 
roughly equal SBEs (Anderson and others 1982). 

These results regarding slash, and burned slash - 
over time, suggest that the regrowth of ground vegeta- 
tion is an effective postharvest ~iteueaunent~forscenic - -  
purposes (Schweitzer and others 1976). In partially 
harvested stands, Radar (1971) found that forest floor 
seedlings and plantings aided scenic mitigation 
roughly as much as slash removal, although M'illhite 
and Sise (1974) suggest that nonforesters are less able 
to appreciate seedling regeneration up to eight years 
after harvest. As for the perception of hanested sites 
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with reduced ground vegetation, open sites prepared 
for tree plantings with herbicides, plowing, and 
drainage are disliked, mainly by nonforesters (Karhu 
and Kellornaki 1980, Yeiser and Shilling 1978). More 
natural ground watments are less negatively viewed 
(Boster and Daniel 1972). Benson and Ullrich (1981) 
found shrubbery removal after harvest, as opposed to 
ground vegetation treatments, to be a modestly effec- 
tive postharvest preparation in increasing beauty, 
espeaally when combined with dash removal. They 
also underscored the value of time and forest re- 
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growth in reducing shrubs, masking slash residues, 
and covering bare soil, and they noted that faster 
growing Douglas fir and larch forests recover to posi- 
tively perceived scenic beauty faster than slower 
growing lodgepole pine. 

Several other assorted harvest and regeneration 
scenic perceptions have been reported. Wind-rowed 
slash was disliked in one of Daniel and Boster's (1976) 
western US stands, while Hamilton and others (1973) 
found such relatively neatly arranged slash piles to be 
preferred to haphazard ones in northern US hard- 
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4. Harvest slash detracts 
from scenic preferences (A), but 
can be obscured in time by veg- 
etative growth (B). 

wood forests. Schweiuer and others (1976) found no 
scenic difference among different log skidding 
methods, although Radar (1971) reports that skid- 
damaged trees did elicit some negative aesthetic re- 
sponse. Madill (1973) found some support for leaving 
seed tree5 as a desirable scenic mitigation measure 
within harvested forest areas. 

Problems of Time and Value 

While the findings surveyed above represent prog- 

ress in investigating public preferences for forest 
scenery, the greater pan of this r e ~ a r c h i s i l l  of lim- 
ited value in informing multiple-use decisions. This is 
because scenic preferences are measured for static 
fomt  situations, and the magnitude of observed dif- 
ferences in scenic beauty to be traded off with other 
fomt  values is poorly understood. It is dearly time for 
research in the field to advance in these directions. 
and this has begun in recent work. 

Research in the aesthetics of sequences and types of 
events over time has not focused much upon forest 
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enironmen& in a manner related to forest manage- 
ment decisions. It is important that it might, as the 
scenic dynamic of forests along roads and uails can be 
,+tical in achieving aesthetic goals. Managers may, for 
example, gain more in recreational-aesthetic value 
from a varied set of stands than if all stands were uni- 
fomly maximized in their singular perceived beauty. 
TWO findings are reported pursuant to this issue. 
Average scenic beauty measures, such as SBEs, from 
different stands dong a travel corridor can be 
,gd to characterize the degree of scenic enjoyment 
broughout, provided the variation is large enough 
(schroeder and Daniel 1980). The affect of different 
quences  and variations in fomt  experience is more 
difficult to research. Axelsson-Lindgren and So* 
(1987) compared hikers characterizations of experi- 
ences from a diverse fomt  uail versus a more monot- 
onous one. The hikers using the trail through a 
prater variety of forest &reported more pleasant 

perceived-more variability, engaged . -- in; -. 
of activities, G2 h>dmore a c c u ~ ~  t& - a- 

1 $erceptios. They dso took a bit mp-, consistent 
1 with the finding of ~ u s ~ o d g s o n  (1980). 

Time also affects the visual condition of fomts. and 
managers may often need to know about the relative 
=enic beauty of a forest over the long term under d- 
~ernative managements. The basic findings reported 
above can permit rough inferences about future scenic 
perceptions of forests undergoing anticipated stnrc- 
tural changes.   ow ever, the tested SBE prediction 
models that have been developed, which integrate sev- 
eral variables in determining beauty levels, offer to do 
much more toward rendering rigorous and mean- 
ingful time-flow information for scenic beauty. These 
can be linked to fomt  simulation models in order to 
estimate the flow of perceived beauty over the long 
term. This is a natural progression for research in the 
field, with studies of this kind in progress. 

The first time-flow scenic study to be reported 
comes from Hull and Buhyoff (1986), who successfully 
developed this approach using an SBE prrdiaion 
model with forest simulations, and named it the scenic 
b e a q  ~mrpmal &std&m (SBTD). This report is the 
source of the frndings reported above for long-term 
beauty flows. It compared the total scenic output of 
several alternative management programs for IobloUy 
pine in the southern US over a 50-year period. as o p  
posed to the immediate scenic effect of single manage- 
ment choices. It yielded some interesting time-related 
findings. Not surprisingly. longer rotation periods 
yielded greater scenic flows over time, due to their 
lesser frequency of harvest impacts. More subtly, a 
naturally regenerated stand showed a greater xenic 

beauty flow over the first 25-30 years than a planted 
stand. Thereafter, the simulated planted stand showed 
a greater scenic beauty flow, but not enough to com- 
pensate and yield the most beauty over 50 years. In 
addition, the scenic enhancing effccts of thinning over 
the long-term outweighed the short-term reduction in 
beauty ahbutable to increased slash from the thin- 
ning operation. These are meaningful findings, and 
the SBTD promises more of the same in future appli- 
cations. It should be noted, however, that this first us 
generated rather small long-term differences in scenic 
flows from different managements. This suggests that 
long-term differences in scenic beauty may be small, at 
kast among more economical management programs, 
or that the SBTD method needs refinement. 

In fact, a useful appreciation of all such measured 
differences in scenic beauty between different forest 
conditions is still lacking. Findings about the relation- 
ships between forest attributes, or combinations of 
these, and perceived beauty tell us little about the aes- 
thetic magnitude of particular differences. Nor do 
they tell us when the emotional nature of such percep 
tual changes is suff~cient to constitute a new state, as 
between beauty and ugliness or mild pleasure and in- 
spired enjoyment. The SBE, while an improved in- 
terval measure of beauty, retains these problems. It 
kks a dear interpretation of its numeric intervals and . 
lacks a ratio quality in distinguishing beautiful and 
ugly forests (Ribe 1988). These deficiencies render 
forest management decisions for scenic quality diffi- 
cult even with all the research surveyed above, and 
suggest another imponant progmsive direction for 
research. 

One kind of a solution to this problem has been 
explored with mpect  to evaluating .- kde-off: .. ... ktw- 
scenicsty and other forest values. It lies in using - 
an SBE prediction model as a production function in 
economic analysis, except withdut placing a monetary 
value on this output. Such a study has been reported 
for western US ponderosa pine forests (Brown 1987). 
There, for example, a comer solution optimum was 
found in maximizing scenic beauty while minimizing 
forage loss costs, which prescribed that all big trees be 
cut. The aesthetic cost of losing these trees is offset by 
the xenic gains from the consequent growth of 
ground vegetation, which also has value as f o q c ,  
provided it is not overgrazed to the deuiment of scenic 
beauty.'(This finding is probably specific to western 
US fomts where reduced mown canopies promote 
ground vegetation first, rather than rapid tree and 
shrub regener 5n.) Similarly, and in the same study, 
a production possibility frontier for scenic beauty and 
net present value, shifted by sksh removal, was esti- 
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mated for uneven-aged stands. It also suggested a re- 
duction in &.oer trees in favor of the aesthetically 
compensating ,row& of ground vegetation, and so fa- 
vored a stocking level lower than that considered o p  
timal by a timber investment analysis. This approach 
to selecting managements for beauty production, 

, based upon the least cost to commercial valuer is 
useful but requires considerable skill and cost in devel- 
oping and combining several modek for an analytic 
solution. It can aid multiple-use decisions, but, 
whether it might do so often or not, a better sense of 
the magnitude of aesthetic differences to recreational 
satisfaction and public acceptance of managements is 
rtill needed for more meaningful d e i n  analyses. 

Discussion 

A surprising amount of empirical rrsearch has ex- 
plored the aesthetic perception of near-view forest 
scenery. It has provided foresters and landscape archi- 
tects with many and various informative results that 
may serve as an evidentiary basis for promoting more 
visually enjoyable fomts. P number of findinp are 
mnfi rmed in Werent studies and are evidently 
quite general. They serve to demonstrate the validity I of scemc value in certain forest characteristics against 
the view that aesthetic forat products arc largely s u b  

: jective and capricious. However, these scenic charac- 
I teristics are also relatively intuitive and therefore not 
' panicularly new. They indude findings that big ures / arc attractive, modedentely stocked more open stands 
' arc preferred, ground slash and other evidence of 
, barvests are disliked, ground vegetation enhances 

forest scenes, evidence of fire detracts from beauty, 
and species variety can enhance the same. One might 
expect science to reveal more than such confirmations 
of culturally shared basic perceptual likings among 

, d e n t s  of developed Western countries. More m 
phisticated and enlightening general findings are 
needed to yield aesthetic information of new and 
praaical value to managers and explain discrepancies, 
and some work has headed in that direction. 

The most prevalent research method is the devel- - -- ----_- - _=---c. 
opment of forest preference prediction models that 
use stand attributes to predict psychophysical scenic - .  . . 

bcauty estimates of fore&' relative scenic value. The 
problem with these models is that they differ from one 
study to another, showing little evidence of general va- 
lidity. The statistical significance of these models and 
their regression coefficients appears to be specific to 
the local population of forest scenery sampled in their 
derivation. Indeed. little is reported above about the 
nature of these models because they are so variable in 

form and most contain liuk explanatory content. 
They lack a theory to fvst identify an expected - del 
fonn. They are predominantly multiple linear regres- 
sion equations that can be interpreted mainly by the 
identification of singular relations between fomt  at- 
tributes and perceived beauty with other factors f d .  
Many of these relations are reponed above, but they 
have proven rather inconsistent. They can depend on 
what the rrsearcher choojes or is able to investigate. 
For example, every test of variability in ground vegeta- 
tion found it aesthetically important. 

Stronger perceptual>& theory is needed to 
~-:hy cemln- relations are s i g n i m -  
d~tmg uty in some sceqc and viewer co nd 
6Whwtk6 (Zube and others 1982) a n d T ~  
models can be d~rived from_ a more a e n _ e r a l J r -  
standing of forest aesthetics: More generally valid 
k d e l s  might then be found and utilized for various 
forests, saving the expense of deriving a new model 
for every forest and user group. A dear step in this 
direction is found in the work reponed by Hull and 
others (1987). They examined such things as non- 
linear relationships and independent variable interac- 
tions, such as the increasing aesthetic value of larger 
trees with stand age, and incorporated these in their 
model. A less theoretical, more statistical alternative 
solution might involve broadly based regression 
models developed using diverse forest scenery and re- 
spondents. From these, s p e d  submodels might be 
determined for local fomt ~ s e s  based upon which 
variables there show more variability and the magni- 
tude of their central tendencies. By any approach, 
such general improvements in scenic beauty prediction 
models are imperative because simple rules do not sin- 
gularly or consistently determine scenic perceptions. 
The findings surveyed above, as well as others that 
space will not allow, show that singular relations be- 
tween preferences and forest attributes are reported 
sporadically, with varying strength, and occasionall!: 
mnuarily. More theoretically based models, which em- 
body the tontingencies of such relations, may produce 
generally valid evidence to support decisions. 

Another source of more sophisticated and useful 
information can come from the utility function a p  
proach applied in the work of Buhyoff and others 
(1978, 1979, 1980) and Hamilton and others (1979). 
This technique of empirically identifying utility func- 
tions (potentidy in multiple dimensions), which show 
the marginal scenic benefit of each increment of a 
forest attribute as it increases in absolute value, ought 
to be further pursued. The results would shed new' 
light on the nature of aesthetic perceptual relations 
beyond their more obvious and simple fact. T h ~ s  more 
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sphisticated knowledge of the form of affective rela- 
tions, given other factors at certain levels. can be useful 
to foresters seeking to ascertain the aesthetic differ- 
mce among different silvicultural plans and whether 

aesthetic management actions are cost effec- 
tive. 

Another scenic forest assessment problem where 
bowledge can k improved to strengthen decisions 
derives from findings that different t y w  of p c ~ j ? .  . . and people witbiifierent 
A ~ r c e i v e  forests in differing ways. -- In some cases, 
these findings seem easy to explain. For 
fessional bias m r s  in instances where one would ex- 
pect certain attributes to be liked. Cattlemen like open 
grassy forests, foresters favor tall strait pees, wildlife 
experts favor habitat shrubbery, and landscape archi- 
tects apply higher aesthetic standards to scenery. Also 
Understandable are instances where forests with recre- 
ational or wild-use labels are perceived with some posi- 
tive bi, or where recrcationists, whose activities make 
use of clear-cuts, perceive them less negatively. Chher 
&served intersubjective differences seem more arbi- 
nary. These indude some of those rcported by Daniel 
and Boster (1976), or where some French social 
groups preferred managed forests to wild ones and 
others did not, or where the same difference was ob- 
served between Finnish students versus hikers. 

I 
Such outstanding differences among observer 

groups, and their apparent causes, deserve deliberate 
and systematic consideration in forest landscape as- 
sessments. An understanding of nonscenic aesthetic 
influences is needed to enable managers to bettrr fit 

1 
scenic goals to the needs of d e n t  groups. This is par- 
ticularly true when mul t ip le -uy-po  is involved, as 
where some forest user groups might require kss 
scenic beauty than others (USDA 1974). A dear step in 1 this direction is found in the work reported by M d h l  
and others (1986). They investigated differences in the 
normative standards and discriminative abiities of dif- 
ferent forest user groups in judging the scenic quality 
of harvested areas in Montana and found important 
differences. For example. Californians and local envi- 
ronmentalists exhibited higher aesthetic standards, 
while US Forest Service landscape architects showed 
standards close to those of local groups more sympa- 
thetic to forest harvesting. 

Also notable in its absence is research specifically 
comparing the scenic value of different dvkultural 
stand treatments applied to similar forests at the same 
age. Such comparisons would be of particular use to 
foresters and landscape drrhitects when choosing be- 
tween such treatments on the basii of their aesthetic 
merit. They could also test the validity of many p m  

fessiondy conceived silvicultud prescriptions in- 
tended to produce aesthetic benefits, such as aesthetic 
shelterwoods and selectioncuts aimed at increasing 
species variety. An exemplary exception to this void in 
the literature is the study rcponcd by Benson and 
others (1985), in which the perceived success of stand 
treatments prescribed by the US Forest Service for 
scenic purposcs were investigated and found effective. 

In rum, the scientific inquiry into the aesthetic per- 
ception of forests has completed its formative stage. 
Like the larger field of scenic landscape assessment, it 
has punued the development of scientific method and 
the production of simple and disparate findings as an 
initial and establishing enterprise. There is a need to 
realize more broadly consistent and meaningful 
achievements, to prove the utility of science in the a& 
thetic management of forest environments, or return 
the enterprise to intuitive criticism. In addition to the 
new directions discussed above, some new questions 
need to be addressed, including: Can a broader con- 
ception(~) of the aesthetic in question k considered? 
Can more attention be paid to larger scale vistas and 
landscapes than near-view, in-stand scenery? Are r e  
search resources well spent producing many isolated 
SBE prediction models? Is rrsearch actually effec- 
tively informing, modifying, or supplanting intuitive 
methods like the US Forest Service Visual Manage- 
ment Systcm? What arc the affective magnitudes of 
the scenic differences investigated? What of general 
theory development regarding subjective differences? 
Effons to answer such questions can best add to the 
pment considerable contribution of social scientists to 
understanding forest aesthetics, and contribute knowl- 
edge needed to enhance the image and joy imparted 
by managed forests. 
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